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Cooperative Multi-Vessel Systems
in Urban Waterway Networks

Linying Chen , Yamin Huang, Huarong Zheng, Hans Hopman, and Rudy Negenborn

Abstract— Urban waterways have great potential in cargo
transport to relieve the congestion in the overloaded road
networks. This paper explores the potential of applying coop-
erative multi-vessel systems (CMVSs) to improve the safety and
efficiency of transport in urban waterway networks. A frame-
work consisting of vessel train formation (VTF) and cooperative
waterway intersection scheduling (CWIS) is proposed. Two types
of controllers are introduced. Intersection controllers solve the
CWIS problems and assign each vessel a desired time of arrival
and vessel controllers are responsible for the VTF in waterway
segments and the timely arrival at the intersections. An alternat-
ing direction method of multipliers (ADMM)-based negotiation
framework is proposed for the cooperation among the controllers.
The simulation experiments involving the scenarios in which up to
50 vessels sailing in the canal network in Amsterdam are carried
out to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In the
simulation of an isolated intersection, rescheduling is triggered
when some vessels cannot arrive on time. Although some ASVs
arrive later, the time that is needed for all the ASVs to pass
through is the same after rescheduling. Moreover, we compare the
cooperative situation with the proposed CMVSs with a baseline
situation. In the baseline situation, vessels avoid collisions using
the generalized velocity obstacle (GVO) method and cross the
intersection with a first in, first out rule. The CMVSs show better
path following performance, while the GVO method needs fewer
velocity changes. From the perspective of efficiency, the CMVSs
help to reduce the total time to pass through the intersection.

Index Terms— Cooperative multi-vessel system, coopera-
tive waterway intersection scheduling, waterway network,
autonomous surface vessel, cooperative intelligent traffic system.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN DENSELY populated regions, like cities, road net-
works are often confronted with congestion and capac-

ity problems. Many cities have considerable waterway
resources, such as Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Utrecht in
The Netherlands, and cities in Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province,
East China (Fig. 1). Waterway transport could offer an
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Fig. 1. Urban waterway networks in Amsterdam (left) and Jiangsu
(right) [2].

environment-friendly alternative in terms of both energy
consumption and noise emissions [1]. However, nowadays,
the urban waterway networks are mostly used for leisure,
tourism, and passenger public transportation. Urban waterways
have great potential in cargo transport to relieve the congestion
in the overloaded road networks.

The transport in urban waterway networks has the fol-
lowing characteristics. Firstly, the waterways are narrow and
with low depth. Limited vertical clearance caused by non-
removable bridges is also one of the characteristics. Secondly,
the origins and destinations of the vessels are more dispersed
compared with sea-going and inland shipping. Therefore,
small dimension vessels are required for accessibility and
flexibility. However, applying small vessels will increase the
traffic density, which increases the trajectory conflicts between
vessels. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 1, there are many intersec-
tions in waterway networks. Vessels in such networks have to
frequently interact with vessels from different directions. Con-
sequently, in waterway networks, cooperation among vessels
becomes extremely important. Besides, applying autonomous
vessels is seen as an innovation to improve the safety and
efficiency of waterborne transport. The advantages, such as
eliminating human error and better scheduling and control,
make Autonomous Surface Vessels (ASVs) a good option to
transport goods in urban areas. In this paper, we, therefore,
explore the potential of applying fleets of cooperative ASVs.

We consider the situation in which cooperative ASV fleets
sail in an urban waterway network to transport goods between
specified origins and destinations. The cooperative ASVs are
referred to as Cooperative Multi-Vessel Systems (CMVSs) [3].
We propose a framework consisting of Vessel Train Formation
(VTF) and Cooperative Waterway Intersection Scheduling
(CWIS) for the control of CMVSs. CWIS is used to determine
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the arrival time of the ASVs to reduce conflicts at intersections.
VTF is used for safe navigation in straight waterway segments,
while helping the vessels arrive at a certain point at the desired
time in sequence. Preliminary results of intersection crossing
were presented in [4].

ASVs have received significant attention in recent years.
Many works have been done for the control of ASVs,
see [5]–[7]. However, those works mostly focus on an individ-
ual vessel. Few studies focused on the cooperation of ASVs,
especially for the application of transport in waterway
networks.

Regarding the similarity of vessels and vehicles, existing
studies on cooperative driving of vehicles, such as platoon-
ing [8], can provide valuable references for the study of vessel
coordination. Nevertheless, those methods cannot directly be
applied to control vessels. Firstly, the main focus of coop-
erative driving has been on longitudinal control. However,
in practice, steering (lateral control) is regarded as the ordinary
practice of seamen. Secondly, sideway speed and Coriolis
force are not considered when controlling vehicles, while
those are important factors when controlling vessels [9].
Thirdly, the movement of vessels is significantly affected by
the external environment, such as wind, wave, and current.
Finally, waterways have intersections where the vessel trains
need to interact with other vessels, often other vessel trains.
Therefore, the cooperation of vessels at intersections needs to
be emphasized. However, research on cooperation of vehicle
platoons at interactions is still lacking.

This paper provides an extended version of [4] with more
focus on waterway networks in which heterogeneous ves-
sels and interconnected intersections are considered. Firstly,
the maneuverability of vessels is considered. The vessels with
different maneuverability can cooperate with each other by
communicating their intentions. Secondly, in [4], the space
blocks of an intersection are determined by the number of
lanes of the connecting waterways. This may lead to a waste
of space resource when the intersection is large. Therefore,
in this paper, we introduced conflicting blocks to efficiently
use space resources. Lastly, intersection scheduling is closed-
loop. The feedback from vessels is an important input when the
intersection controller making schedules. Furthermore, in this
way, the interdependence of networked intersections can also
be taken into account.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides a broad literature review. Then, the prob-
lems that need to be solved and a negotiation framework for
the cooperation of controllers in urban waterway networks are
given in Section III. The CWIS problem and VTF problem
are formulated and solved in Section IV and Section V,
respectively. These two sections result in the cooperative
control of vessels in urban waterway networks in Section VI.
In Section VII, simulation experiments of vessels in an indi-
vidual intersection and a canal network of Amsterdam are
presented to assess the proposed framework.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the literature, only a few studies focus on the vessels
in waterway networks. In [10], the route choice behavior of

vessels in an inland waterway network is investigated based
on historical data. In [11], the authors carried out a study
on the scheduling problems for locks in sequence, which
shows the interdependence of infrastructures. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no research has been carried out
for the cooperative control of vessels in waterway networks.
Nevertheless, the control of vessels in waterway networks can
be divided into three parts, i.e., trajectory tracking, obstacle
avoidance, and intersection crossing. Therefore, in this section,
a brief review of the three control problems is presented.

A. Trajectory Tracking

When sailing in waterways, vessels usually follow geomet-
ric reference paths. Related topics are path following and
trajectory tracking. The path following problem deals with
the situation in which the reference path is independent of
time, while the trajectory tracking control problem deals with
the design of a controller that steers a vehicle to a time-
parameterized reference path. Reviews on path following and
trajectory tracking control can be found in [6], [12].

In existing research, widely used control design approaches
fall into either one of the following methods or a
combination thereof: Proportional-Integral-Derivative [13],
Lyapunov-based control design [14], sliding mode con-
trol [15], Intelligent approaches, such as fuzzy logic, neural
networks, and genetic algorithms [16], Optimization-based
methods [17].

Among these methods, Model Predictive Control (MPC)
gets much attention. The predictive property of MPC is
beneficial as it enables the vessels detecting conflicts at an
early stage, which alleviates the problems brought by the
poor maneuverability of vessels. Moreover, MPC considers the
latest available measurement of the state, which is particularly
helpful to deal with uncertainties. Thus, an increasing number
of researchers apply MPC for the control of vessels [18], [19].

B. Obstacle Avoidance

Many trajectory tracking methods also take obstacle avoid-
ance into account. For example, optimization-based track-
ing controllers usually have obstacle avoidance constraints.
Conventional obstacle avoidance methods, such as potential
field [20] and velocity obstacles [21], usually do not con-
sider cooperation between vessels. Vessels have to predict
the actions that other vessels may take. A detailed review of
collision avoidance technologies of ASVs that do not consider
cooperation is provided in [5], [22].

Instead, in the methods for cooperative collision avoidance,
vessels share their intentions. The actions of the involved
vessels are determined by following a certain protocol like
COLREGS [23]. However, rule-based methods usually suit-
able for encounter scenarios with a single vessel only. Encoun-
tering multiple vessels incorporates multiple rules, and to
find the unique solution to the avoidance problem is dif-
ficult, if not impossible [5]. Another method to coordinate
vessels is to achieve agreements through negotiation. Accord-
ing to the timing of information exchange, both serial [3]
and parallel [24] iterative negotiation schemes have been
proposed.
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Fig. 2. Cooperative multi-vessel system in urban waterway networks.

C. Intersection Crossing

Few studies focuses on the problem of intersection crossing
of vessels. In [4], the problem of letting vessels effectively
pass through an intersection is formulated as a Job Shop
Scheduling problem. Vessels passing through intersections is
comparable to the situation of vehicles crossing non-signalized
intersections. In the field of road transport, intersection cross-
ing is one of the most challenging problems and attracts much
attention. Related research can provide valuable references for
the studies on intersection crossing of vessels.

An intersection is a shared resource that a limited number of
vehicles want to utilize at the same time [25]. An intersection
controller needs to solve a resource allocation problem to
avoid conflicts. In the method cooperative resource reservation,
the intersection is modeled as a collection of tiles. Vehicles
need to reserve the tiles on their planned route for certain
time slots and pass the intersection according to the reserva-
tion [26]. Another method is to modify the trajectories (veloc-
ity) to minimize overlap and evacuation time [27] or maximize
the capacity [28]. A review of cooperative intersection man-
agement systems for road transport can be found in [25].

Existing methods are, however, for an isolated intersection.
When looking into a transport network, the intersections are
interconnected: an improvement of one intersection may lead
to congestion at other intersections. At present, the research
on cooperation of interconnected intersections is still lacking.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this paper, we focus on CMVSs in an urban waterway
network. In this section, the assumptions are provided. Then,
we propose a framework for the cooperative control of vessels
in waterway networks. A negotiation framework is presented
for the cooperation among multiple controllers.

A. Assumptions

The following assumptions are made throughout the paper:

1) A waterway network consists of waterway segments and
intersections connecting the segments; other infrastruc-
tures, such as bridges and locks, are not considered;

2) All the vessels are autonomous, i.e., Autonomous
Surface Vessels (ASVs), and their dynamics can be
described by mathematical models;

3) All the controllers are able to communicate and cooper-
ate with other controllers;

4) The communication is ideal: the bandwidth is suffi-
cient, and there is no delay in communication among
controllers;

5) The initial state of each ASV is feasible: the ASV is
within navigable waters; there is no other ves-
sels or obstacles within the stopping distance of the ASV.

The set of cooperative ASVs is referred to as a CMVS,
a system in which vessels utilize Vessel-to-Vessel (V2V) and
Vessel-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication to negotiate and
collaborate with each other for the aim of improving overall
safety, efficiency, or for performing specific tasks [25].

B. Framework for the Cooperative Control of Vessels in
Waterway Networks

A framework for the cooperative control of vessels in
waterway networks is presented in Fig. 2. We introduce
two types of controllers: a Vessel Controller (VC) for the
control of an individual ASV, and an Intersection Controller
(IC) for solving the conflicts of vessels at an intersection.
A vessel controller uses sensors to get self-state information
(e.g., position, speed, and heading), environmental informa-
tion (e.g., wind speed and directions, current velocity) and
information of obstacles. Based on the obtained information,
the Navigation system creates pictures of the current situation
and informs the Guidance system of collision risks. Combining
with the predetermined global path, optimal trajectories with
specified objectives and constraints can be determined. The
commands are sent to actuators for autonomous navigation.
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The cooperation of CMVS in the waterway network can
be divided into two parts: segment sailing and intersection
crossing. The ASVs in the same waterway segment form a
vessel train by solving the VTF problem. They share the
information about their predicted trajectories, which help them
make better decisions on distance keeping with others and
to benefit from sailing in groups at a closer distance. When
approaching an intersection, VCs report their Estimated Time
of Arrival (ETA) to the IC. Then, the IC makes conflict-
free schedules and informs those vessels the Desired Time
of Arrival (DTA) at the intersection by solving the Waterway
Intersection Scheduling (WIS) problem. After passing through
the intersection, vessels sailing in the same waterways then
form new vessel trains for safe navigation. The communication
and cooperation of vessels in different vessel trains are realized
through ICs. Similarly, the ICs communicate and cooperate
with each other by exchanging information with VCs.

C. Negotiation Framework

In a waterway network, the decisions a controller makes
are influenced by the actions that other controllers take: a
VC needs the information from other VCs to decide its
collision avoidance actions, and it also needs the DTA from
ICs to decide the reference trajectory; an IC is informed that
the ASVs will arrive and their ETA when it makes schedules.
All the controllers are closely connected. When a controller
changes its schedule or trajectory, other controllers have to
adjust theirs accordingly. To reach an agreement, a negotiation
framework is needed.

In this cooperation problem, each controller makes deci-
sions based on the information provided by other controllers.
Therefore, an agreement is achieved when the actions each
controller wants to take reach a consensus with the information
it broadcasts. Thus, each controller has to handle its own
objective and constraints, and the extra consensus and coupling
constraints, i.e.,

Problem A

minimize J (ua) (1)

subject to ∀a, b ∈ N , a �= b :
ua ∈ ζa, (2)

ua = za, (3)

ua ∈ ϑ (h (xa, ua) , g (xb, zb)) , (4)

where J (ua) and ζa indicate the objective and constraints of
controller a; ua and za are the control variable and broadcast
variable, respectively; ϑ is the coupling constraint, which is
related to the function h (xa, ua) of the state and the control
variables of controller a, and the function g (xb, zb) of the
state and the broadcast variables of coupling controller b.

In the literature, this cooperative problem can be solved with
a non-iterative or iterative framework. Using the non-iterative
methods, the controllers solve the optimization problem in a
sequential order [29]. The controllers that perform computa-
tion later should calculate a solution according to the solutions
that the other controllers computed earlier. Alternatively, in the
iterative framework, the controllers obtain agreement through

iterations. By exchanging and using the information about the
controller’s own decision and other controllers’ preferences,
the inputs should converge, and a set of actions for all
controllers should be found. Thus, iterative frameworks have
a larger potential to achieve overall optimal performance [30].

The Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
is one of the widely applied methods to solve the consensus
problems iteratively [31]. In the basic framework introduced
in [41], ADMM consists of three steps, minimization of the
local variable, minimization of the interconnecting variable
and a dual variable update. The updating of interconnecting
variable are usually carried out by a coordinator who has
the information of all controllers. In this paper, we propose
a negotiation framework based on this basic framework, see
Algorithm 1. The algorithm firstly solves the augmented
Lagrangian of Problem A . Then, the dual variables are
updated to make the control variables and the broadcast vari-
ables converge. No coordinators are involved in this process.
Each controller carries out the three steps itself according to
the information others broadcast in each iteration.

This framework can be serial or parallel according to the
timing of information exchange and computation. A compari-
son of parallel and serial control schemes has been presented
in [32]. In the parallel scheme, all the controllers perform
computations at the same time. Thus, when a controller
performs computation at iteration s, it uses the information that
the other controllers provide at the iteration s −1. An example
of a parallel negotiation framework can be found in [33].
The scheme enjoys the advantage of parallel computation.
However, because of the potential conflicts of objectives,
the solutions may not converge. On the contrary, in the serial
scheme, only one controller is performing computations at a
time. The controller performs computation using the most up-
to-date information of the controller broadcasts earlier during
the same iteration. The serial scheme has preferable properties
in terms of solution speed, by requiring fewer iterations, and
solution quality. Details about the serial iterative scheme of
the framework can be found in our earlier work [3].

In the following parts, the parallel framework is employed
for the negotiation among ICs in the CWIS problem. Firstly,
the sequence of intersections that a vessel passes through can
be different. It is difficult to find out the right order of com-
putation. Secondly, there are waterway segments connecting
intersections, which can act as buffers to resolve the conflicts
between the ICs. Thirdly, the number of ICs involved in CWIS
is usually small. Therefore, conflicts are not serious. Moreover,
in the case of non-convergence, if the ICs cannot make an
agreement, a backup hierarchical architecture will be used:
one of the ICs will work as a centralized controller to find
the final solution. On the contrary, a serial framework is used
for the negotiation among VCs in the VTF problem. Vessels
in the same vessel train are within a close range. Moreover,
due to limited navigable waters and the constraints on maneu-
verability, the VCs usually do not have many choices. Thus,
the conflicts of their solutions are more serious than that
of ICs. Making use of the most up-to-date information and
the property of fast convergence make the serial scheme more
suitable for the VTF problem.
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Algorithm 1 ADMM-Based Negotiation Framework
1: for s = 1 : S do
2: for a = 1 : N do

� Each ASV solves a local problem
3: us

a := arg min
ua

(Ja (ua) + (λs−1
a )

T (
ua − zs−1

a

) +
ρa/2

∥
∥ua − zs−1

a

∥
∥2

2);
4: if solution do not exist then
5: us

a := us−1
a ; Njump := Njump + 1;

6: end if
� Update global variable and Lagrange multiplier

7: zs
a := ϕaus

a + (1 − ϕa) zs−1
a + λs−1

a /ρa;
8: λs

a := λs−1
a + ρa

(
ua − zs

a

) ;
9: Z Xs

a := h (xa, za) ;
� Update primal and dual residual and tolerance

10: Rs
pri,a := us

a − zs
a; Rs

dual,a := zs
a − zs−1

a ;
11: εs

pri,a := √
Nnuε

abs + εrel max
{∥∥us

a

∥∥
2,

∥∥zs
a

∥∥
2

} ;
12: εs

dual,a := √
Nnuε

abs + εrel
∥
∥λs

a

∥
∥

2; � Stopping check
13: if

∥
∥
∥Rs

pri,a

∥
∥
∥

2
� εs

pri,a &
∥
∥
∥Rs

dual,a

∥
∥
∥

2
� εs

dual,a then
14: jdg := jdg + 1;
15: end if

� Update the penalty parameter
16: if

∥
∥
∥Rs

pri,a

∥
∥
∥

2
> 10

∥
∥
∥Rs

dual,a

∥
∥
∥

2
then

17: ρa := 2ρa;
18: else if

∥∥
∥Rs

dual,a

∥∥
∥

2
> 10

∥∥
∥Rs

pri,a

∥∥
∥

2
then

19: ρa := ρa
/

2;
20: end if

� Send Z Xs
i , jdg and Njump to others

21: end for
22: if jdg = N and Njump = 0 then
23: Stop iteration;
24: end if
25: end for
† Notation ρi is the penalty parameter; λi (k) is the dual
variable; Rpri,a and Rdual,a are primal and dual residual; εpri,a
and εdual,a are primal and dual tolerance; ·s is the value of the
corresponding variable at iteration s.

IV. VESSEL TRAIN FORMATION

In this section, a 3 Degree of Freedom (DOF) dynamic
model of an ASV is introduced. An MPC controller is
designed to control the ASV with a linearized prediction
model. The VTF problem is then solved with the proposed
negotiation framework.

A. Dynamic Model of an Individual Vessel

1) 3 DOF Dynamic Model of an ASV: We consider n
heterogeneous ASVs, whose dynamics are described with the
3 DOF model proposed in [9], with varying parameter values:

ẋi = fi (xi , τi )

=
[

03×3 Ri (ψi )

03×3 Mi
−1 (−Ci (νi )− Di )

]
xi +

[
03×3

Mi
−1

]
τi . (5)

where xi = [
ηi

T νi
T
]T

and τi the system state and input,
respectively; ηi = [pi , qi , ψi ]T are coordinates pi , qi , and
heading angle ψi in the North-East-Down coordinate system;
νi = [ui , vi , ri ]T are surge and sway velocities ui , vi , and
yaw rate ri in Body-fixed reference frame; τi = [

τui , τvi , τri

]T

are forces τui , τvi , and moment τri in Body-fixed reference
frame. Mi is the system inertia matrix, including rigid-body
and added mass matrices, Mi = MR B,i + MA,i ; Ci is the
Coriolis-centripetal matrix, including rigid-body and added
mass Coriolis-centripetal matrices, Ci = CR B,i + CA,i ; Di is
the damping force. In this paper, we consider a linear damping
force; R(ψi ) is a rotation matrix.

The dynamic model is discretized with a sample time Ts :

xi (k + 1| k) = xi (k)+
∫ (k+1)Ts

kTs

fi (xi (t), τi (t))dt . (6)

2) Linearized Prediction Model: MPC has attracted increas-
ing interests [18], [34] in the field of waterborne transport.
Besides, distributed MPC has been used for cooperative
control of networked vehicles [35]. Research indicates
that MPC has many advantages for the control of large-
scale networked systems [30]. Therefore, we consider MPC
as a suitable approach for the control of vessels in
the CMVS.

The basic concept of MPC is to use a dynamic model
to forecast system behavior and optimize the forecast to
produce the best decision [36]. Therefore, at each time step,
a prediction is needed. The dynamics described in (5) are,
however, highly nonlinear. If this nonlinear model is directly
used to design the MPC controller, the MPC online predictions
and optimizations would be too time-consuming for real-time
control. Therefore, the successively linearized model presented
in [18] is adopted in this paper.

At each time step, the controller calculates a sequence
of control inputs for the whole predict horizon and the
first control sample will be implemented. In the next step,
as a start point, the control sequence is shifted one sample
with an extensive of zeros at the end. Using this extended
control sequence as seed input τ e (k| k), we can obtain the
seed state xe(k + 1| k) with (5). By applying Taylor’s the-
orem and neglecting the higher order terms, Equation (6)
becomes

x(k + 1| k) = xe(k + 1| k)+ Ad (k| k)
(
x (k| k)− xe (k| k)

)

+ Bd (k| k)
(
τ (k| k)− τ e (k| k)

)
, (7)

where Ad and Bd are Jacobian matrices.

B. Formulation of the VTF Problem

The main function of vessels is to transport goods from
one place to another. Therefore, vessels usually have predeter-
mined origins, destinations, and paths. In order to exchange
information and enjoy the benefits of sailing together, vessels
in a CMVS attempt to stay close to each other. At the same
time, vessels should not collide with others. Thus, in the
VTF problem, the following three rules are applied:

1) Trajectory following: attempt to follow the predeter-
mined paths;
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2) Aggregation: attempt to stay close to nearby vessels;
3) Collision avoidance: avoid collisions with nearby

vessels.

According to the three rules, the objective of a single vessel
in a CMVS can be described as

Ji (τi (k)) =
Hp∑

l=1

∑

j∈Ni

(
α‖ηi (k + l |k )−wi (k + l)‖2

2

+ β∥
∥di j |i (k + l |k )+ δi j (k + l |k )∥∥2

2

+ γ ‖τi (k + l − 1 |k )‖2
2

)
(8)

where the three parts in the equation represent trajectory
following, aggregation and control efforts, respectively: α, β
and γ are the weights; Hp is the length of the prediction
horizon; l is the lth time step in the prediction horizon;
ηi (k + l |k ) is the prediction made at k about the position
and heading of vessel i at k + l according to the linearized
dynamic model (7); wi (k+l) is the reference at k+l, including
trajectory and heading; di j |i (k + l |k ) is the distance between
ASV i and ASV j calculated by ASV i , di j |i (k + l |k ) =∥
∥yi (k + l |k )− y j |i (k + l |k )∥∥∞; yi (k + l |k ) is the prediction
made at k about the position of vessel i at k + l, and y j |i
is the position of j that i received; δi j is introduced for
aggregation, di j |i (k + l |k ) � ϒ , −ϒ � δi j |i (k + l |k ) � ϒ ;
ϒ is the aggregation range, ϒ = min(ϒ1, ϒ2, · · · , ϒn), ϒi is
the communication range of i ; τi (k) indicates control input
over the prediction horizon.

Therefore, when applying the negotiation framework pre-
sented in Algorithm 1 for the cooperation of vessels. The local
problem that each ASV needs to solve is as follows:

Problem B:

minimize Ji (τi (k)) (9)

subject to ∀i ∈ V,∀ j ∈ Ni ,∀l ∈ Hp :
νi,min � νi (k + l |k ) � νi,max (10)

τi,min � τi (k + l |k ) � τi,max (11)

di j |i (k + l |k ) � dij,safe (12)

yi ∈ �
Dynamics descrided by (7), (13)

where Ni is the set of neighbors of vessel i , Ni ={
j ∈ V : ∥

∥y j − yi
∥
∥

2 � ϒi
}
; νi,min, νi,max and τi,min, τi,max

are the constraints on states and control inputs; � indicates
navigable waters.

The interconnecting variables that link the control problems
of different vessels are the predicted trajectories of the ASVs.
Thus the information being exchanged, Z Xs

a in Algorithm 1
(Line 9) consists of the predicted trajectories determined with
the control inputs the vessels calculated in each iteration and
the nonlinear dynamic model (5).

By adjusting the weights of the three parts in objective func-
tions and constraints, Problem B can also be used to describe
the control problem of ASVs under following situations:

• Path Following: if the vessel is the only vessel in
the waterway, the vessel has an only objective, path
following;

Algorithm 2 Vessel Train Formation†

1: VC i ∈ VT ι determines the control input τ s
i (k) by solving

the Augmented Lagrange form of Problem B with
ys

j |i = [
I2×2 02×4

]
Z Xs

i (k):

τ s
i (k) = arg min

τi (k)
(Ji (τi (k)) +(λs−1

i )
T

(
τi (k)− zs−1

i (k)
)

+ρi/2
∥
∥
∥τi (k)− zs−1

i (k)
∥
∥
∥

2

2
)

2: VC i updates the global variable zs
i (k), Lagrange multipli-

ers λs
i (k), primal residual Rs

pri,i and dual residual Rs
dual,i ;

3: VC i updates interconnecting variable Z Xs
i (k) according

to Equations (5), and send it to other VCs;
4: The next VC j repeats Step 1-3 until all the VCs finish

computation;
5: Each VC moves on to the next iteration s + 1 and repeat

Step 1-4 until the stopping criteria is met.
† Details about the VTF problem are addressed in [3].

• VTF: if more than one vessel is sailing in the waterway,
both aggregation rule and collision avoidance constraint
should be considered;

• Intersection Crossing: if more than one vessels are pass-
ing through an intersection, collision avoidance constraint
is considered while the aggregation rule is ignored.

To summarize, the VTF control of vessels in a vessel train
VT ι at each time step k consists of the steps in Algorithm 2.

V. COOPERATIVE WATERWAY

INTERSECTION SCHEDULING

As mentioned, the scheduling of intersection crossings is,
in fact, a resource allocation problem. In this section, an inter-
section is modeled with conflicting blocks. The problem of
scheduling the order of the ASVs passing through an intersec-
tion is formulated. When looking into the waterway networks,
the cooperation between intersection controllers is achieved
through iterative negotiations.

A. Intersection Modeling

A vessel passing through the intersection along the path
can be regarded as occupying space resources for a certain
period. Fig. 3 gives an example of paths in an intersection.
Two relations of overlapping paths are crossing and merging.
Therefore, there are three types of conflicting blocks: the
blocks in which paths cross each other, the blocks in which
paths merge into one, and the blocks in which both crossing
and merging occur.

B. Scheduling for an Isolated Intersection

One method to avoid conflicts is to set a rule that during
the time slot that one vessel occupies a block, other vessels
cannot enter the block. In this way, the WIS problem can
be formulated as a job shop scheduling problem, in which
several jobs need to be processed by a number of machines in
a given order. The aim is to minimize the makespan, i.e., the
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Fig. 3. Conflicting blocks at an intersection.

time required to let all vessels pass through the intersection,
under the following conditions:

• Sequential constraint: a vessel passes through the blocks
in a predetermined sequence;

• No-wait constraint: a vessel does not stop when it leaves
a block;

• Disjunctive constraint: other vessels cannot enter a block
until the vessel occupying the block has left it.

Therefore, the WIS problem can be formulated as follows:

Problem C :
minimize Tmax (14)

subject to ∀i, j ∈ V, i �= j,∀m, n ∈ B, n = m + 1 :
Tmax � sim + tim (15)

sim � Eai ; (16)
dim

vi,max
� tim � dim

vi,min
(17)

sin = sim + tim + Ti,m→n (18)
di,m→n

vmax
� Ti,m→n � di,m→n

vmin
(19)

s jm � sim + tim OR sim � s jm + t ja (20)

s jm � sim + ti,safe OR sim � s jm + t j,safe (21)

s jm + t jm � sim + tim + t j,safe OR

sim + tim � s jm + t jm + ti,safe, (22)

where V is the set of vessels that will pass through the
intersection within a certain period; B is the set of conflicting
blocks; block n is the block next to block m. In (14),
Tmax is the makespan, i.e., the total time needed for all vessels
to pass through the intersection. Therefore, it is larger or equal
to the passing time of each vessel at each block, i.e., the
sum of the arrival time of vessel i at block m (sim ) and the
time vessel i need to pass through block m (tim ) in (15).
Equation (16) represents that, for each vessel i , there is a
earliest arrival time Eai ; tia is determined by (17), where
dim is the length of the path that vessel i need to pass
through block m. Equation (18) is for the sequential and no-
wait constraint. Ti,m→n is the time needed from block m
to n, which also relates to the distance between block m
and n (di,m→n ) and velocity limitations (vi,max and vi,min),
see (19). Equation (20) represents the disjunctive constraint.
Equation (21) represents that the interval between the arrival
time of the vessels at the same block should larger than a

predefined safe time interval ti,safe; the same constraint holds
for the situation when vessels leave the blocks, i.e. (22). ti,safe
is calculated by safe distance di j,safe and the velocity of the

vessel, i.e., ti,safe = di j,safe

dia
/

tia
.

Job shop scheduling problems are usually formulated as
Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problems [37]. A small-
size MIP problem can be solved within a reasonable amount
of time. Thus, our WIS problem is formulated as an
MIP problem with the constraints (20), (21) and (22) replaced
by the following constraints:

{
sim + tim � s jm + κ(1 − χi j,m )

s jm + t jm � sim + κχi j,m
(23)

{
sim + ti,safe � s jm + κ(1 − χi j,m )

s jm + t j,safe � sim + κχi j,m
(24)

{
sim + tim + t j,safe � s jm + t jm + κ(1 − χi j,m )

s jm + t jm + ti,safe � sim + tim + κχi j,m ,
(25)

where κ is an arbitrarily large number, κ 
 ∑

i∈V
∑

m∈B
tim , and

χi j,m is a binary variable,

χi j,m =
{

1, if vessel i passes block m before j ,

0, otherwise.
(26)

C. Cooperation Among Interconnected Intersections

The coupling variables connecting the WIS problems of the
intersection in a waterway network are the earliest arrival times
of the vessels at the intersections. When a vessel has to pass
through a sequence of intersections, the schedule that the IC
make have impacts on the earliest arrival time at the subse-
quent intersection. The segments connecting the intersections
can provide buffers where vessels can accelerate or decelerate
to arrive at the DTA at the intersections.

In the CWIS problem for the intersections in a waterway
network, the negotiation framework proposed in Section VI is
used to obtain agreements among the ICs regarding coupling
variables. The objective and constraints of each IC are formu-
lated in Problem C . The information being exchanged, Z Xs

a
in Line 9 in Algorithm 1, consists of the earliest arrival time,
which can be calculate as

∀i ∈ V,∀p, q ∈ Ci :
ET Ai|q = DT Ai|p + Ti|p + di,p→q

v̂i
(27)

Eai|q = ET Ai|q − BTi,p→q , (28)

where Ci is the sequence of intersections that vessel i has
to pass through; p and q are two adjacent intersections in
the sequence, and vessel i passes through intersection p
earlier than intersection q; ET Ai|q is the ETA of vessel i
at intersection q , it is the arrival time if vessel i keeps
its planed velocity; DT Ai|p is the DTA of vessel i
that IC of intersection p calculated; Ti|p is the total travel
time of vessel i passing through intersection p; di,p→q is the
distance from p to q; v̂i is the planned velocity of vessel i
used to calculate initial reference path; BTi,p→q is the buffer
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Algorithm 3 Cooperative Waterway Intersection Scheduling
1: Each IC p determines the control input us

p(k) by solving
the Augmented Lagrange form of Problem C with
Eas

i|q = Z Xs−1
p (k):

us
p(k) = arg min

u p(k)
(Tp,max

(
u p(k)

)

+(λs−1
p )

T
(

u p(k)− zs−1
p (k)

)

+ρp/2
∥∥
∥u p(k)− zs−1

p (k)
∥∥
∥

2

2
)

where u p is the control input of intersection p, u p =[[s11 · · · sim ]T, [t11 · · · tim ]T
]T

, ∀m ∈ Bp, ∀i ∈ Vp , Bp is
the conflicting blocks in p, and Vp is the set of vessels
passing p;

2: IC p update the global variable zs
p(k), Lagrange multipliers

λs
p(k), primal residual Rs

pri,p and dual residual Rs
dual,p;

3: IC p update the interconnecting variable Z Xs
p(k) according

to (27) and (28), and send it to other ICs;
4: After all the ICs finish computation, move on to the next

iteration s + 1 and repeat Step 1-3 until the stopping
criteria are met.

time that the vessel accelerates (BTi,p→q > 0) or decelerates
(BTi,p→q < 0).

To sum up, at each time step k, CWIS consists of the steps
in Algorithm 3.

VI. CMVS IN URBAN WATERWAY NETWORKS

CWIS is from the perspective of ICs, while VTF is from the
perspective of VCs. Assembling the two parts, the cooperation
of ICs and VCs can be realized with Algorithm 4.

VII. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

In this section, simulation experiments are carried out to
illustrate the potential of the proposed approach. We firstly
consider a situation in which some vessels cannot meet the
DTA and rescheduling is triggered. Then, a simulation of
CMVSs crossing an intersection are presented to illustrate how
WIS helps to improve the efficiency of waterborne transport.
The results are compared with a baseline scenario in which
vessels avoid collision using a revised version of Generalized
Velocity Obstacle (GVO) that is proposed in [21], and pass
through the intersection based on the First In First Out (FIFO)
rule. In the end, simulation results of CMVSs in a canal
network of Amsterdam are provided.

A. Setup

1) ASVs: Two model vessels are used in the experiments,
Delfia 1* and CyberShip 2. Delfia 1* is an ASV proto-
type developed by TU Delft. Its shape is designed to make
maneuvering applications in crowded environments easier than
actual solutions allowing at the same time the possibility
to cooperate with multiple ASVs. Delfia 1* has two 360◦
steering propellers, one at the bow and the other at the stern.
CyberShip 2 is a scale replica of a supply ship [38]. It is

Algorithm 4 CMVS in Waterway Networks
1: ICs carry out CWIS to determine the DTA of the vessels

at each intersection;
2: VCs generate the reference wi . The reference trajectory

yi are calculated according to the DTA with a double
integrator dyanamics: yi (k + 1) = yi (k) + v̂i (k). The
reference heading is determined according to yi , and
the changes between heading are within the range[-π ,
π];

3: In each time step k, for each vessel train VT ι: (a)

1) if there is no vessel, no actions need to be taken;
2) if there is one vessel, the VC control the ASV for

the aim of path following;
3) if there is more than one vessel, the VCs set β = 1

if VT ι is in segments, and set β = 0 if VT ι is
in intersections, then the VCs control the ASVs for
VTF;

4: Each VC updates the state of the ASV with (5), and send
the earliest arrival time to the ICs;

5: ICs check if the earliest arrival time of each vessel meets
its DTA, if not, ICs carry out CWIS and inform the VCs
the new DTA;

6: ICs and VCs repeat Step 2-5 until all the vessels arrive
their destinations.

fully actuated with two main propellers and two rudders aft,
and one bow thruster. The models are scaled-up according
to Froude scaling law with a scaling factor 1 : 16: the
multiplication factors for length, force, moment and time are
16, 163, 164, and

√
16, respectively. The dimensions and

control constraints of the two models are provided in Table I.
The hydrodynamic parameters of the two model vessels are
in Table II.

Each ASV is controlled by a MPC controller. The pre-
dictive horizon is Hp = 7. The weights in the objective
function of the VTF problem in (8) are α = diag[10, 10, 30],
β =

{
0 for VTF
1 for intersection crossing,

and γ = 3. In the VTF

control, iterative updating sequence is adopt [3]. The absolute
tolerance and relative tolerance in Algorithm 1 are εabs = 10−3

and εrel = 10−3. In CWIS, the velocity range is
[
0.9v̂i , v̂i

]
.

2) Research Area: A part of the canal network in Amster-
dam is selected as the research area, see Fig. 4. There are
four intersections in this network, including a general inter-
section (Intersection A), a large intersection (Intersection B),
a dispersed intersection (Intersection C) and a small intersec-
tion (Intersection D). The conflicting blocks in each intersec-
tion are also provided in the figure.

For each waterway segment, a buffer zone is set to adjust the
reference trajectories of the ASVs. The navigable waters are
defined by the boundary of the waterways, which are described
by straight lines. The safety distance between the boundary
and an ASV is the width of the ASV. Some segments in the
network are one-way, which are set as wide enough for the
ASVs to overtake others.
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TABLE I

INFORMATION ABOUT DELFIA 1* AND CYBERSHIP 2

TABLE II

PARAMETERS FOR DELFIA 1* AND CYBERSHIP 2a

TABLE III

ORIGINS AND DESTINATIONS FOR THE ASVS

B. Intersection Crossing

In this part, simulation experiments of an intersection
(Intersection B in Fig. 4) are carried out to illustrate the
WIS problem. 9 conflicting blocks are set for the intersection.
Firstly, we consider a delay scenario in which some ASVs
can not arrive on time and the rescheduling is triggered.
Then, we carry out a comparison between the scenario in
which CMVSs cross intersection B and a baseline simulation.
In the baseline simulation, cooperation is not considered and

Fig. 4. Waterway network in simulation (Map is from [40]).

Fig. 5. WIS results and actual passing time in the simulation.

the ASVs avoid collisions using the GVO method proposed
in [21] and the FIFO rule for intersection crossing. GVO algo-
rithms have been employed to various vehicles for collision
prevention, such as wheeled robots, unmanned aerial vehicles,
and ASVs. A brief introduction of the GVO method and
related setting in the simulation is given in Appendix A.

1) Delay Scenario: We simulate the situation that 30 ASVs
passing through Intersection B. The origins and destinations
of the ASVs are given in Table III. The ASVs with odd
numbers have the same setting with Delfia 1*, while the ASVs
with even numbers have the same setting with CyberShip 2.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of trajectories (up: CMVSs; down: GVO method).

The ASVs from the same origin are sorted from num-
bers low to high and set off with a time interval of 16s.
The first ASVs from Origin 1, 2 and 3 start at k = 0, and
the first ASV from Origin 4 start at k = 120. Then, ASV 7,
11, 14 and 28 arrive at the intersection 60 s later than their
initial ETA.

The original and rescheduling WIS results are shown
in Fig. 5. The changes of the ETA of ASV 7, 11, 14 and 28
not only change the DTA of themselves but also other ASVs.
The rescheduling that the IC carries out contributes to improve
the utilization rate of the intersection. Although some ASVs
arrive later, the time that is needed for all the ASVs to
pass through is the same: the last ASV leaves at 488 s.
The actual passing time of each ASV is given, as well.
Mostly, the ASVs can arrive at a position at the desired
time. However, there are still small differences between the
actual passing time and the scheduled time. The main reason
is that WIS is continuous while the VTF and simulation are
discrete.

2) Comparison With the GVO Method: Fig. 6 – Fig. 8 show
the comparison of the simulation results of CMVS and GVO.
In Fig. 6, ASVs in CMVSs overtake others at the segments
to change their orders in the vessel trains. Then, the ASVs
pass through the intersection smoothly. On the contrary, ASVs
using the GVO method take collision avoidance actions both in
the segments and in the intersection. The collision avoidance
actions also lead to larger deviations from the predetermined
path, especially when the ASVs are crossing the intersection,
see Fig. 7. In the figure, path following error refers to the
distance between the position of an ASV and the straight
line joining two adjacent waypoints. Fig. 7 also provides a

Fig. 7. Comparison of path following errors (up: CMVSs; down: GVO
method). For the legend, see Fig 6.

comparison of tracking performance of Delfia 1* and Cyber-
Ship 2. With either CMVS or GVO, Delfia 1* have smaller
path following errors.

Fig. 8 shows the linear and angular velocities of each vessel.
For a better trajectory tracking performance, vessels in CMVSs
adjust their velocities more frequently. Moreover, as the
GVO method aims at keeping current velocity, the changes
in velocities are smaller. However, adding yaw rate makes the
choice set smaller and sometimes VCs cannot find a solution
using GVO. Therefore, the constraint on the yaw rate is not
considered in the simulation. Thus, at some time step, the yaw
rate larger than the limitation. Moreover, as GVO uses target
velocity as the control input, the constraints on force and
moment are not considered, either.

Table IV provides the intersection passing time and total
travel time of each vessel. In general, the efficiency is
improved for both individual vessel and the waterway network
when applying CMVSs. For most of the vessels, sailing in
CMVSs not only saves time to pass through the intersection,
but also shorten the total travel time. Some ASVs spend the
same time to pass through the intersection, but they have a
shorter total travel time, such as ASV 3 and ASV 27. Some
ASVs make sacrifices, such as ASV 7, ASV 9, ASV 15 and
ASV 22.

C. CMVS in a Waterway Network

In the experiment, we simulate the situation that 50 ASVs
sailing in the waterway network shown in Fig. 4. The origin
and destination of each ASV are provided in Table V.
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Fig. 8. Linear and angular velocities of the ASVs using the proposed method and the GVO method. For the legend, see Fig 6.

The four ICs achieve an agreement after 11 iterations. Fig. 9
shows the differences between the earliest arrival time and
DTA of each vessel through iterations. Considering the buffer
time that the segments can provide, the DTA of each ASV at
each intersection is later than its earliest arrival time when the
iteration stops, i.e., DT A − ET A − BT � 0.

Fig. 10 provides the trajectory of each ASV and screen-shots
at certain time steps. After passing through an intersection,
the ASVs form new vessel trains, see subfigure (a). The ASVs
overtake others to change their orders in a vessel train to meet
the DTA of next intersection, see subfigure (b). The WIS helps
the ASVs to efficiently use the space between two adjacent
ASV. For example, in subfigure (c), a Delfia 1* merges into
the flow using the gap between two vessels. Due to the speed
difference, most of the time, vessels prefer to form vessel train
with the ASVs that have the same dynamics, such as vessels
in subfigure (d) and (e).

VIII. CONCLUSION

A. Conclusions

In this paper, we explore the potential of applying fleets
of cooperative ASVs to improve the safety and efficiency
of transport in urban waterway networks. We propose a
framework consisting of Vessel Train Formation (VTF) and
Cooperative Waterway Intersection Scheduling (CWIS) for the
cooperative control of ASVs in waterway networks. Two types
of controllers are introduced. Intersection Controllers (ICs)

Fig. 9. Difference between DTA and ETA in each iteration.

solve CWIS problems and assign each vessel the desired time
of arrival. Vessel Controllers (VCs) control the vessels in the
same waterway segment to form a vessel train. The agreements
of VCs and ICs are achieved with an ADMM-based negotia-
tion framework. Simulation experiments of vessels sailing in
the canal network in Amsterdam are carried out to illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

In the simulation of an individual intersection, rescheduling
is triggered when some vessels cannot arrive on time. The
rescheduling contributes to using time and space resources
efficiently. Consequently, the total time that is needed for all
the vessels to pass through the intersection does not increase.
A comparison of the proposed approach and a GVO method
is provided. The results show that: the proposed method has
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF THE TRAVEL TIME OF THE TWO METHODS

TABLE V

ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF EACH ASV IN A WATERWAY NETWORK

better path following performance; the GVO method has fewer
velocity changes; CMVSs helps to reduce the makespan and
total travel time. In the end, a simulation of vessels sailing
in the canal network in Amsterdam is presented to show the
cooperation among ICs.

B. Future Research

Further research will consider the following directions:
Firstly, in this paper, a successive linearized dynamics model

is used for trajectory prediction. However, errors between
the linearized and nonlinear dynamic models may lead to
violations of safety constraints. This paper deal with this
problem by adding a margin of 10% × di j,sa f e. Although the
safety constraint is not violated in the simulations, more efforts
are needed to deal with the errors introduced by linearization.

Fig. 10. Trajectories of the ASVs in an urban waterway network.

Secondly, communication constraints, such as packet loss,
delays, and operation time should be considered in future
research when applying CMVSs in reality.

Thirdly, due to the networked structure, vessels in waterway
networks can choose different routes to avoid congestions.
Therefore, the proposed method can be combined with vehicle
routing problem for the transport in waterway networks.

Moreover, the proposed framework can be extended to
include other infrastructures, such as locks and bridges. Sim-
ilarly, vessels passing through movable bridges and locks can
be regarded as the occupation of space and time. Thus, they
can also be formulated as resource allocation problems.

Furthermore, in this paper, we assume all the participators
are autonomous and cooperative. However, future waterborne
transport system will be a system in which both human-
operated and autonomous vessels exist. Besides, the recreation
vessels in urban waterway networks might not be cooperative.
When ASVs encounter those non-cooperative participators,
collision avoidance actions can be determined by assuming
they will keep their own state or predicting the trajectory of
the targets according to historical data, such as AIS data [41].

APPENDIX A
THE GVO METHOD USED IN THE SIMULATION

Generalized velocity obstacle (GVO) is a reactive collision
avoidance algorithm incorporating vehicle dynamics. Using
GVO algorithm in collision avoidance contains three funda-
mental modules, namely design of controller, construction
of UO set, and optimization. In the experiments, the first
two modules follow the framework introduced in [21] with
some slight modifications. A new optimization module and a
communication module are introduced for the application of
transport in waterway networks.

The changes made in controller design and UO set construc-
tion are addressed as follows. Firstly, the feedback gains of
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Fig. 11. Approximation of feasible space.

Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller are changed to K p =
diag([200, 200, 10]) and Kd = diag([5, 5, 5]). Secondly,
the velocity u inputted to controller consists of u, v, and ψ ,
where v is always set to 0. Thus, the u reduces to two degrees
of freedom. Thirdly, UO set is denoted as the velocity leading
to collision, i.e. u ∈ U Oτ

i j . In particular, U Oτ
i j collects u

leading the ship i to collide with ship j in [0, τ ]. Hence,
the complement of U Oτ

i j is a set of collision-free velocities,

which is noted as U O
τ
i j = R

2\U Oτ
i j . In this simulation,

τ = 6. Fourthly, the reference velocity is formulated as
r∗ = [

ū∗, 0, ψ̄∗], where ψ̄∗ is the angle between wpi −Pi (t)
and the x-axis; ū∗ is economic speed. In the simulation,
ū∗ = 0.8 [m/s] for CSII ship and ū∗ = 0.6 [m/s] for Delfia 1*.
Reference velocity r∗ is shown as * in Fig. 11.

In the simulation experiments, we applied a new optimiza-
tion module. The variable of this optimization is u and the
objective is approaching to r∗. Moreover, the optimal solution
needs to be collision-free and reachable. That implies the final
solution falls in U O

τ
i j and satisfies the kinematic constraints,

i.e. u ∈ [umin, umax] and ψ ∈ [−ψmax, ψmax], noted as Ubound
i .

Accordingly, the feasible space for ship i to prevent collision
with ship j is U fea

i j = U O
τ
i j ∩ Ubound

i . Since U fea
i j is non-

convex, an approximation is necessary, see Fig. 11. We employ
a convex hull to approximate the intersection of U Oτ

i j and

Ubound
i , noted as CH

(
U Oτ

i j ∩ Ubound
i

)
; Then, the point which

is closest to the reference velocity r∗ on the boundary of
CH

(
U Oτ

i j ∩ Ubound
i

)
can be found:

w = arg min
u∈∂CH

(
U Oτ

i j ∩U bound
i

)

∥
∥u − r∗∥∥ (29)

U fea
i j =

⎧
⎨

⎩

{u| (u −w) · (w − r∗) � 0} ,
if r∗ ∈ CH

(
U Oτ

i j ∩ Ubound
i

)

{u| (u −w) · (w − r∗) � 0} otherwise

(30)

where ∂ refers to the boundary of a set. When the optimal
velocity is on the boundary of UO set, two vehicles will
approach to each other infinitely close [42]. Thus, in the
simulation, we adopt a repulsive term ŵ, w := w+ w

‖w‖ ŵ and

ŵ = 0.02. Equation (30) allows us to use a linear constraint to
approximate U Oτ

i j . Then, the feasible space becomes convex.
Then, the collision avoidance actions can be determined by

solving following optimization problem:

Problem D :

minimize Jvo (ui ) = (
ui − ri

∗)T
[

4 0
0 1

]
(
ui − ri

∗) (31)

subject to ui ∈
⋂

j �=i

U fea
i j ,ui ∈ Ubound

i (32)

Moreover, communication among controllers is introduced.
In the original GVO algorithm, each controller assumes perfect
knowledge of other participators and is responsible for colli-
sion avoidance. However, this assumption is strict for ASVs
sailing in narrow waterways. The controllers usually cannot
find a feasible solution without others cooperation. Thus, here,
each ship updates and broadcasts its planned trajectory to other
ships in the same waterway. The order the ships broadcast
information is the order they enter the waterway. In each
decision loop, a ship forecast its 6-second trajectory. If the
desired velocity r* falls in any U Oτ

i j , the controller solves
Problem D to find another solution. If there is no feasible
solution, we will try the opposite update order. If the controller
still cannot find a collision-free solution, the ship will stop.
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